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Weekly market watch  
 
As at Friday December 14, 2018 

Equities 

Region / Country  
 
Index 

 
Close 

 
Net Change 

Performance 
Year-to-date 52-week 

Asia-Pacific  

Hong Kong  HSI  26,094.79 31.03 -12.78% -9.54% 
India  BSE 30 35,962.93 289.68 5.60% 7.47% 
Japan  Nikkei  21,374.83 (303.85) -6.11% -5.22% 
Singapore  STI  3,077.09 (34.03) -9.58% -9.95% 
South Korea  KOSPI  2,069.38 (6.38) -16.13% -16.63% 
Taiwan  WSE 9,774.16 13.28 -8.16% -6.84% 
Shanghai     COMPOSITE 2,593.74 (12.15) -21.57% -20.59% 
Europe 
France  CAC  4,853.70 40.57 -8.64% -9.26% 
Germany  DAX  10,865.77 77.68 -15.88% -17.08% 
Italy  FTSE MIB  18,910.79 168.81 -13.46% -14.41% 
Russia  RTSI  1,116.50 (41.44) -3.29% -2.77% 
UK FTSE 100  6,845.17 67.06 -10.96% -8.62% 
Americas 
Brazil  IBOV  87,449.50 (665.57) 14.46% 20.44% 
Mexico  IPC  41,312.17 (674.83) -16.29% -14.08% 
Nasdaq  CCMP  6,910.67 (58.59) 0.11% -0.37% 
US  S&P 500  2,599.95 (33.13) -2.76% -2.84% 
US   DOW  24,100.51 (288.44) -2.50% -2.24% 

 

Bonds 

  
Close 

Yield 
Week ago Month ago Year ago 

10 Year Gilt  1.2400 1.2650 1.5060 1.1740 
10 Year OAT 0.7120 0.6880 0.7820 0.6460 
10 Year Bund  0.2520 0.2490 0.3980 0.3160 
10 Year Japan 0.0350 0.0590 0.1110 0.0500 
10 Year Treasuries  2.8895 2.8450 3.1250 2.3493 

 Base lending rates 

Prime Rates Latest  6 months ago  12 months ago  

US  5.25 5.00 4.25 

Canada  3.95 3.45 3.20 

Japan  1.48 1.48 1.48 

Britain  0.75 0.50 0.50 

ECB  0.00 0.00 0.00 

Switzerland  0.50 0.50 0.50 

Australia 1.50 1.50 1.50 

Hong Kong  5.25 5.25 5.25 

% change is for indication only; local currency except where stated. 
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Equity Markets 

US 

– US stock prices fell sharply Friday, with all three main indexes now in correction territory – a 10% or more decline from 
the recent high – on weak Chinese and Eurozone economic data and continued concerns about trade relations between 
China and the US after the arrest of Huawei’s CFO. The Dow Jones Industrial Average fell 2.02% on Friday, pushing the 
index down 1.18% on the week to close at 24,100.51. The Standard & Poor’s 500 index fell 1.91% on Friday and 1.26% 
on the week to 2,599.95 while the Nasdaq dropped 2.26% on Friday and 0.84% for the week to 6,910.66.  

– Tensions between Canada and China increased dramatically last week, after it was revealed that China had detained 
two Canadian citizens, one a diplomat on leave, for unspecified threats to national security.  The move was widely seen 
as retaliation for Canada seizing Huawei CFO Meng Wanzhou at the behest of the U.S. for alleged bank fraud while 
trying to circumvent US sanctions against Iran.  US President Donald Trump inserted himself into the dispute, saying he 
would consider revoking the extradition request if it would help seal a good trade deal.  Canada urged Trump not to 
politicize the extradition process, with experts warning that any intervention by Trump would set a dangerous precedent.  
Both China and US sought to keep the incident from upsetting on-going trade talks, which appear to have made some 
progress.  China was reported to have bought up to 2 million tons of US soybeans last week and China announced on 
Friday that it would roll back for three months the tariff on US car imports to 15 per cent – the rate it charges for all 
foreign auto imports – from the 40 per cent rate it imposed in July in retaliation for the first round of US tariffs on Chinese 
imports.  Chinese top trade negotiator Liu He spoke by telephone last week with US Trade Representative Robert 
Lighthizer, the top US trade negotiator, and US Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin, but a planned visit by a Chinese 
negotiating team to Washington has not been scheduled and likely will not occur until the new year.  The US has 
threatened to increase the tariff rate on $200 billion in Chinese imports to 25 per cent from 10 per cent if negotiators do 
not reach agreement on a range of disputed trade issues by early March.    

– Apple sought to resolve its patent dispute in China with chipmaker Qualcomm through a software fix, the company said.  
Qualcomm charged the software fix ignored the Chinese court order banning sales of older iPhone for infringing on 
Qualcomm patents.  In late November a Chinese court banned imports and sales of seven iPhone models sold from 
2015 to last year, the first time Qualcomm has won a court case against Apple.  Qualcomm is now seeking to extend the 
sales ban to this year’s iPhones.  

– Apple will build a new $1 billion campus in Austin, Texas, that will create at least 5,000 jobs, the company announced 
Thursday.  The company also announced that it would open new offices in Seattle, San Diego and Culver City, California, 
each employing over 1,000 people over the next three years.  

– General Electric Co. will restructure its digital unit into a separate operation, opening up the possibility that it will be sold. , 
The digital division has sales of $1.2 billion.  GE will also sell 90% of its ServiceMax platform, a support system for 
technicians, to private equity firm Silver Lake.  The moves are the latest in the overall restructuring of the industrial 
conglomerate.  The announcement of the moves caused the company’s stock price to rise.  

– Shares in Tencent Music Entertainment, the music streaming unit of Chinese tech giant Tencent, rose in their debut on 
the New York Stock Exchange on Wednesday after starting at the low end of the offering’s indicative range. The IPO 
raised $1.1 billion, down from the more than $4 billion the company had hoped to raise, negatively influenced by the 
sharp fall in the stock price of rival Spotify since its debut earlier this month on concerns about its ability to generate profit 
from its music streaming model. TME is seeking to replicate in China Spotify’s model and get Chinese music consumers 
to try its music streaming service for free and then pay for regular content.  

– U.S.-listed Chinese e-commerce retailer JD.Com is under pressure to release details of its future plans because of major 
questions about whether founder, chairman and CEO Richard Liu will be charged with rape in the United States.  Liu was 
arrested in Minnesota in August for allegedly raping a university student but was later released and returned to China. 
Minnesota prosecutors are still considering whether to charge Liu.  JD’s share price has fallen by a third in the interim 
and is down 60% since its January peak.  

– Telecom giant Verizon will take a $4.6 billion charge for its struggling Oath division that was formed from the acquisitions 
of AOL and Yahoo, writing down the value of the unit to just $200 million.  Verizon had hoped to create an online 
advertising powerhouse to rival Facebook and Google.  Verizon purchased AOL for $4.4 billion in 2015 and Yahoo for 
$4.5 billion in 2017.  

UK 

– The FTSE 100 fell 0.47% on Friday on further Brexit worries, but still rose 0.99% for week to close at 6,845.17.11.  
– Prime Minister Theresa May cancelled a vote on her Brexit plan scheduled for Tuesday after it become clear that she 

would lose by a “significant margin.”  May then survived a no-confidence vote among members of her Conservative Party 
after Eurosceptic members sought to oust her because of opposition to her Brexit plan.  May’s attempts to get the 
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European Union to further modify the deal in hopes of gaining sufficient support for it to pass Parliament were rebuffed.  
The key sticking point remains the provision that would keep the UK in a customs union with the EU definitely to ensure 
there is no hard border between Northern Ireland and the Irish Republic.  However, the EU has said they are unwilling to 
renegotiate the deal, increasing the chances that there will be no transition deal when the UK leaves the EU next March.   

– Defense contractor BAE Systems won a deal to build a new fleet of warships for the Australian Navy, the company 
announced.  The company and the Australian government agreed Friday to a four-year design and development contract 
worth A$2 billion (1.1 billion pounds).  The total contract to build nine Type 26 anti-submarine vessels is expected to be 
worth about A$35 billion (20 billion pounds).  

– A Virgin Galactic aircraft reached the edge of space for the first time on Thursday, a breakthrough in the company’s 
efforts to commercialize space tourism.  The Virgin Atlantic aircraft rose to 80 km above the earth’s surface, the edge of 
space, but fell short of the 100 km height considered to be completely out of earth’s atmosphere.  Virgin owner Richard 
Branson is in a race to offer the first commercial space tourism service with Blue Origin, Amazon founder Jeff Bezos’ 
venture, and Elon Musk’s SpaceX.  

– Shares in UK retailers fell sharply Thursday on reports that sales so far this Christmas season have been dismal. Sports 
Direct head Mike Ashley said sales at his stores in November were the worst on record, while Helen Connolly, the head 
of fashion retailer Bonmarche, warned that conditions were “significantly worse” than during the global financial crisis.  
With two weekends to go in the season, retailers were already offering discounts last week to help move unsold 
inventories.  

– Jet engine maker Rolls-Royce reassured investors that its cash flow and profits would be in the upper half of its guidance 
range, despite on-going problem with the Trent 1000 engine.  The company admitted that a large number of aircraft, 
including Boeing 787 Dreamliners, remain on the ground while problems with their engines are being fixed.  The cost of 
the repairs is expected to exceed 1 billion pounds.  

– Shares in Acacia Mining rose sharply Wednesday on news that it was in negotiations to resolve its dispute with the 
Tanzanian government.  Barrick Gold, Acacia’s largest shareholder, held talks with the government two weeks ago that 
could lead to a $300 million payment to break the impasse that has prevented Acacia from exporting gold from the 
country since March last year, the Financial Times reported.  

– Shares in clothing brand SuperDry fell by a third on Wednesday after the company warned that profits this fiscal year 
could drop by as much as 40 per cent due to the effects of warmer-than-expected weather in November and December, 
its two biggest sales months.  The company now sees underlying profits of 55 million pounds to 70 million pounds in the 
fiscal year to April 2019, down from 97 million pounds in the previous year.  

– WPP Plc, the world’s largest advertising group, said Tuesday it will cut 3,500 jobs worldwide as part of its restructuring to 
regain profitability. The group is struggling to compete with cheaper internet-based advertising rivals.  WPP shares rose 
on the news.  

Europe (ex. UK) 

– On the continent, the Eurofirst 300 fell 0.62% on Friday on weak economic data. The index closed at 1,371.54, up 0.66% 
for the week, despite investor concerns on global growth and trade.    

– French luxury goods conglomerate LVMH will buy the Belmont hotel group for $3.2 billion euros.  Belmont operates 
hotels in 24 countries and its assets include the Hotel Cipriani in Venice and the Orient Express train. The acquisition will 
add to LVMH’s other hotel operations. LVMH owns a number of luxury brands including Louis Vuitton and Christian Dior.  

– The administrator for bankrupt German airline Air Berlin has sued Etihad Airways for up to 2 billion euros to settle claims 
related to the failure. Air Berlin declared bankruptcy in August 2017 after Etihad, Air Berlin’s largest stockholder, declared 
it would end its financial support.  The German airline ran out of money despite having received a letter from Etihad four 
months before pledging financial support for the next 18 months.  

– Scout24, the German online for-sale listing company, is considering a leveraged buyout sale that would take the 
company private for 5 billion euros.  US private equity firm Silver Lake is one of several bidders for Scout24, best known 
for its home and car for-sale listings. Scout24 went public three years ago.  

– The board of automaker Renault SA agreed Thursday to keep on Carlos Ghosn as chairman and chief executive, after 
an internal investigation found no problems related to his finances. The decision increases the differences between 
Renault and Japanese carmaker Nissan.  Nissan removed Ghosn as chief executive for allegedly underreporting his 
income in Japan for years. Ghosn remains in jail in Japan awaiting trial.  

– German engineering group Siemens and French engineering group Alstom have submitted concessions to the European 
Union in hopes that the deal to combine their train manufacturing operations will gain approval.  The two companies 
announced in September last year their plan to merge their rail operations to would create a European champion to 
better compete against international rivals, particularly Chinese government-backed CRRC.  The proposal has won wide 
political support but the European Commission has demanded that the companies divest some assets on concerns the 
deal would create a rail monopoly in certain markets.  The EU is expected to rule on the proposed concession package 
by February 18 next year.  
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– Credit Suisse announced Wednesday that it would buy back at least 2 billion Swiss francs worth of its shares over the 
next two years. The bank’s stock is down 27% in the past six months, more than crisis-hit Deutsche Bank, as it shifted 
away from capital-intensive trading operations to more predictable wealth management. Swiss rival UBS announced in 
October that it would buy back shares worth 2 billion Swiss francs.  

– Shares in German chemicals group BASF fell to their lowest level since early 2016 after the company warned that it 
expected a “considerable decrease” in its profit this year.  The company said it expected profits to decline by 15-20% 
from last year’s level, greater than the 10% decline it previously predicted.  The company blamed the decline on lower 
prices for some chemicals and the impact of the US-China trade tension.  

Japan 

– Japan's Nikkei 225 Index fell 2.02% on Friday and 1.40% for the week to 21,374.83 on worries about the health of the 
Chinese economy and its impact on Japan.   

– Japan and the European Union will launch the world’s largest free-trade area early next year after the deal cleared its 
final hurdle. The European Parliament approved the deal on Wednesday, with about 70% of MPs backing the plan.  

– Shares in Japan Display Inc. rose sharply Friday on news that it was in talks to form an alliance with a group of Chinese 
companies. The price of shares in the company, which makes liquid crystal displays for iPhones, has fallen sharply in 
recent months along with other Apple suppliers on news of lower iPhone sales.  Even after Friday’s rise, Japan Display’s 
share price is down 70% this year.  

– Japan Post Holdings is in talks to buy a minority stake in US insurer Aflac for $2.6 billion, Aflac confirmed Thursday.  
Nikkei reported that Japan Post is considering buying a stake of 7% or 8%. Some two-thirds of Aflac’s business is selling 
supplemental insurance for disability and critical illness in Japan. Aflac shares rose on the news.  

– SoftBank’s Vision Fund joined Alibaba in helping Indonesia’s Tokopedia raise $1.1 billion in a funding round, which 
values the e-commerce startup at more than $7 billion.  SoftBank owns a 29% stake in Alibaba and recently helped raise 
$3 billion for ByteDance, valuing the Chinese news and video feed service at $75 billion.  

– Hitachi is in talks to take a majority stake in the power grid division of Swiss engineering group ABB, the companies 
confirmed Wednesday. The deal would significantly expand Hitachi’s power grid business outside Japan. Some analysts 
see the deal being worth up to $13 billion.  Hitachi and ABB have been working together in Japan since 2014.   

– Fujifilm announced Thursday that it would spend $10 billion over the next three years to expand its production facilities 
for semiconductor materials in the United States.  The move comes amid projections that demand for semiconductors 
will rise sharply in the future.  

Asia-Pacific (ex. Japan) 

– Mainland China China's Shanghai Composite fell 1.53% on Friday and 0.47% for the week to 2,593.74, on weaker-than-
expected economic data for November retail sales and industrial production, suggesting the Chinese economy is 
weakening faster-than-expected as a result of the trade tension with the U.S.   

– Hong Kong's Hang Seng index fell 1.62% on Friday but still managed an increase of 0.12% for the week to 26,094.79 on 
concern over the outlook for the Chinese economy after the release of weak economic data for November.   

– Taiwan's Taiex index fell 0.86% on Friday but rose 0.14% for the week to end at 9,774.16, as the market worried about 
the impact of weaker Chinese growth on Taiwan-based suppliers.  

– South Korea's Kospi fell 1.25% on Friday and 0.31% for the week to close at 2,069.38 on regional growth worries.  
– Singapore Straits Times Index fell 1.09% both on Friday and on the week to close at 3,077.09 on investor concern about 

the outlook for the Asian economy due to signs that the Chinese economy is slowing faster-than-expected.   

Emerging Markets  

– Brazil's Bovispa headed into the weekend with a decline of 0.44% on Friday, with the index falling 0.76% for the week to 
87,449.51. The Brazilian central bank kept its benchmark Selic interest rate unchanged at 6.5% on Wednesday as 
inflation pressures eased.  

– Mexico's IPC fell 0.48% on Friday and 1.33% on the week to 41,312.17, as the market continued to adjust to the policies 
of new President Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador. The president demanded that the national oil company pump more 
crude to ensure Mexican energy independence, but analysts said such an increase was not possible. The government 
also sweetened its offer to buy back part of the debt issued to finance Mexico City’s partly build new airport project after 
investors balked at the initials offer.   

– India's BSE 30 rose 0.09% on Friday and 0.81% for the week to 35,962.93, as the market shrugged off political 
controversy and economic concerns. Reserve Bank of India Governor Urjit Patel resigned Monday, citing personal 
reasons, after a long struggle with Prime Minister Narendra Modi over the central bank’s independence.  
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– Russia's RSTI fell 1.14% on Friday, as oil prices, Russia’s largest export, fell despite the agreement by OPEC and 
Russia to cut production. The index fell 3.58% on the week to close at 1,116.50. 

Alternative Assets 

– U.S. oil prices fell Friday as a stronger U.S. currency cut demand for dollar-denominated assets and a sharp drop in the 
U.S. stock market cut risk appetite. Prices had risen on Thursday on reports that U.S. stockpiles had declined for the 
second week in a row and in anticipation of future production cuts OPEC and Russia. January West Texas Intermediate 
crude fell 2.6% Friday to $51.20 per barrel and was down 2.7% for the week. February Brent crude on London’s ICE 
Futures Exchange closed the trading period at $60.28 a barrel, down 1.9% on Friday and 2.3% on the week.  

– Gold futures fell Friday as strong U.S. retail sales data and a rise in the U.S. dollar. February gold futures fell 0.5% on the 
day to close at $1,241.40 per troy ounce.  Gold fell 0.9% on the week.  

Fixed Income 

US 

– The yield on benchmark 10-year Treasuries rose to 2.8895% last Friday from 2.8450%% at the end of the previous week, 
as weaker stock market continued to push investors to shift into bonds.  

– The value of total retail sales rose by 0.2% in November and 0.2% excluding motor vehicle sales, above expectations for 
0.1% gains in both categories and capping off underlying strength outside of a brisk gasoline station decline, data 
released by the Commerce Department Friday showed. Motor vehicle sales posted a more modest 0.2% increase after 
October's 1.5% jump, while gasoline station sales fell by 2.3% in November after a 3.2% surge in October. Outside of 
both motor vehicles and gasoline, retail sales posted a 0.5% gain. Much of the strength can be found in the non-store 
retailer category, which rose 2.3% after a 0.8% gain in October. This category includes online spending and suggests 
Black Friday deals did entice customers to spend. Additionally, electronics store sales rose by 1.4% and furniture store 
sales rose by 1.2%. Food services and drinking places' sales fell by 0.5%, while clothing stores sales fell by 0.2% in the 
month and building materials sales fell by 0.3%. Sales of building materials are likely to be lifted in the coming months by 
rebuilding efforts in the hurricane-impacted regions. Incorporating the revisions to sales in previous months, fourth 
quarter retail sales were up 4.3% at an annual rate from the third quarter average, pointing to forward momentum.  

– CPI data suggest that consumer inflation was steady in November, with the headline and core measures in line with 
expectations and the year/year rate for the overall measure down slightly from October, data released Wednesday 
morning by the Bureau of Labor Statistics showed. Overall CPI posted a flat reading as expected by analysts. The core 
CPI rose 0.2%, as expected. The year/year rate for overall CPI slowed to 2.2% from 2.5%, while the year/year rate for 
core CPI was up slightly to 2.2% from 2.1% in October. 

– Industrial production increased 0.6% in November vs. a 0.5% gain expected, after a downward revision to October and a 
slight downward revision to September. Outside of the increase in motor vehicle production, industrial production would 
have been up 0.6%. Manufacturing production was flat in the month despite a 0.3% increase in motor vehicles and parts 
production. Outside of motor vehicles and parts, it was still flat. Utilities production was up 3.3%, with the mix showing a 
2.6% increase in electricity production and a 7.1% increase in natural gas production. Mining production posted an 
increase of 1.7% in November, following a downward revision to the October number from a 0.3% decrease to a 0.7% 
decrease. Capacity utilization came in at 78.5%, below the 78.7% expected. This followed a downward revision from 
78.4% in October. Manufacturing capacity utilization fell by 0.1 percentage point to 75.7%. 

UK 

– The yield on 10-year Gilts fell to 1.2400% at the end of last week from 1.2650% the week before as worries about 
turbulent stocks and weaker growth caused a flight to the safety.  

– A massive upward revision to the Q3 trade gap risks sending GDP sharply lower, or even into negative territory for the 
first time in nearly six years. The Q3 trade deficit ballooned to Stg9.8 billion from the originally reported Stg2.9 billion. In 
the absence of other revisions, trade could have a neutral effect on Q3 GDP, down from the 0.8 percentage point boost 
reported previously. GDP expanded by 0.6% in Q3, according to the earliest calculation. The economy rebounded only 
modestly in October, after recording no growth in August and September, suggesting a late-summer slowdown stretched 
into the fourth quarter. Unusually-sluggish domestic demand for cars accounted for much of the October weakness, with 
factory shutdowns reducing car production by 6.6%. Manufacturing shaved 0.09 percentage points from monthly GDP 
growth. National Statisticians saw "no evidence whatsoever" of stockpiling of crucial goods ahead of a potential no-deal 
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Brexit next March. Imports of food products fell below their 12-month average in October, while inward shipments of 
medicines were in line with their 12-month average, according to an official. 

– UK total earnings soared to the highest level since July 2008 in October, rising by 3.3% on a 3m/3m basis, significantly 
above the MNI median of 3.0%. On a single month basis, year-over-year growth of 3.9% was the biggest since March 
2015, however appeared to be driven by unusually strong bonus pay. The Bank of England's Monetary Policy Committee 
cited an anticipated acceleration in wage growth when explaining its decision to hike interest rates in August. Bonus pay 
growth of 4.2% 3m y/y in October was the third strongest outturn this year and followed four consecutive periods of 
negative growth. All of this strength was concentrated in October - bonus pay was up 18.1% y/y, the highest outturn 
since September last year. According to an ONS official, bonus pay was particularly strong in the finance and services 
sectors. Excluding bonuses, regular earnings, after adjusting for inflation, improved by an annual pace of 3.3% in the 
latest three-month period, up from 3.2% in the previous period.  

Europe (ex. UK) 

– The yield on benchmark 10-year Bunds rose to 0.2520% last Friday from 0.2490% the previous week on demand for 
bonds remained strong on renewed worries about the Eurozone economic outlook on weaker sentiment data.  

– The flash composite PMI reading coming for December fell to 51.3, down from 52.7 in November and the lowest in over 
four years. One-off factors played a major role in the softening, such as the Yellow Vest protests in France, but 
weakness in Germany, alongside deteriorating Eurozone fundamentals, suggest economic growth across the bloc is 
slowing. The 1.4-point fall in the flash composite PMI to a 49-month low, below market expectations, was driven by a 0.4-
point decline in the manufacturing index to 51.4 and a 2.0-point fall in its services counterpart to 51.4. According to IHS 
Markit, the composite reading is consistent with growth of just 0.1% in Q4 after 0.2% in the third quarter and 0.4% in 
each of the previous three quarters. There was a "near-stalling" of new work in December, according to HIS Markit. New 
export orders fell by the steepest margin since the indicator's inception four years ago while lacklustre demand meant 
firms ate into unfinished orders for the first time in over four years. As such, hiring sentiment came under pressure with 
the monthly gain in employment the smallest for two years. Firms have been hit by a multitude of headwinds, both 
domestic and external, and with many of these expected to remain in play over the coming months, the near-term 
outlook remains dreary. The global economic environment is starting to take its toll on the PMIs with further uncertainty 
from Brexit and trade wars providing justified cause for concern. As Chris Williamson, Chief Business Economist at IHS 
Markit said "Companies are worried about the global economic and political climate, with trade tensions and Brexit 
adding to increased political tension within the euro area."  As expected, the riots and protests in France impeded 
business and travel and adding to an already weak demand environment, with business activity in France falling for the 
first time in two-and-a-half years. The country's measures of manufacturing and services activity receded to levels below 
the 50-neutral mark, to 47.7 and 49.6 respectively -- 44 and 34-month lows respectively – putting them into contraction 
territory.  

– The ZEW Indicator of analysts’ sentiment about the Eurozone increased to -21 in December from -22 in November, 
beating market expectations for a decline to -23.2. The indicator for the current situation slipped by 6.1 points to 12.1 but 
inflation expectations decreased by 19.5 points to 6. 

– Eurozone industrial output rose 1.2 percent from a year earlier in October, following a downwardly revised 0.8 percent 
growth in November and beating expectations for a 0.7 percent increase. Production grew 0.2 percent on the month in  
October, reversing a 0.6 percent decline in September and matching market expectations. 

Japan 

– The yield on 10-year Japanese Government Bonds fell over the past week to 0.0350% from 0.0590% the previous week 
on worries about the economic outlook and U.S.-China trade dispute. 

– The Bank of Japan's quarterly Tankan business survey for December, released Friday, showed business sentiment was 
unchanged from three months ago, indicating that the impact of global trade friction on businesses has been limited. 
However, looking ahead, sentiment among major companies is expected to worsen on concerns over the impact of the 
trade friction and uncertainties over overseas demand. Labor shortages in Japan are also pushing up costs. On the plus 
side, business investment plans remain solid for fiscal 2018, as many firms are seeking to ease production capacity 
constraints, as they absorb high costs through increased productivity. Capital investment plans by major firms are above 
the historical average. The diffusion index for sentiment among major manufacturers stood at +19, unchanged from +19 
in September. The index was slightly stronger than the MNI survey median forecast of +18. The index is projected to 
worsen to +15 in March. The sentiment index for major non-manufacturers marked the first improvement in two quarters, 
rising to +24 in December from +22 in September, in light of the recovery of services and sales after the temporary dip 
caused by a string of natural disasters in the third quarter.It was above with the MNI survey median forecast for +22. The 
index is projected to fall to +20 three months ahead.  The December sentiment index for smaller manufactures was 
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unchanged from September +14 (the MNI survey median forecast was +13). The index is expected to slip to +8 in March. 
The sentiment index for smaller non-manufacturers stood at +11 in December, up from +10 in September. The index is 
projected to slump to +5 in the next poll. Business investment plans by major firms, the key to a pickup in domestic 
demand, are projected to rise 14.3% on year in the current fiscal year, slightly revised up from +13.4% seen in the 
September survey and above the MNI survey median economist forecast for a 12.4% rise. Capex plans by smaller firms 
are expected to fall 3.7% in fiscal 2018, revised up from -8.4% in September and were in line with the MNI survey 
median forecast of -3.7%. 

– Japan's economy contracted at a faster pace than initially estimated in the July-September quarter, as business 
investment turned out to be weaker than initially seen, according to revised (second preliminary) data released by the 
Cabinet Office Monday.  Real Q3 GDP was revised down to -0.6% on quarter, or an annualized -2.5%, from the 
preliminary estimate of -0.3% on quarter, or an annualized -1.2%, as largely expected. The result matched expectations.  
The downward revision came from weaker domestic demand, which was revised down to a -0.5 percentage point 
contribution from the preliminary -0.2 percentage point.  Capital investment was revised down from -0.2% to -2.8% on 
quarter (the MNI median forecast was -2.2%), and was much lower than +2.8% in the second quarter. Its contribution to 
Q3 GDP fell to -0.4 percentage point from a preliminary -0.0 percentage point. Private consumption, which accounts for 
about 60% of GDP, was revised down to -0.2% on quarter in Q3 from -0.1% in. It pushed down the Q3 GDP by an 
unrevised 0.1 percentage point. The contribution of net exports was unrevised at -0.1 percentage point. Despite the 
weaker-than-expected outcome in the third quarter, Japan's economy is seen returning to a moderate recovery path due 
to the rebound in exports and industrial production. The average economist forecast for Q4 GDP growth is an annualized 
gain of between 1.4% and 1.7%, according to the latest monthly ESP Survey of 38 economists by the Japan Center for 
Economic Research conducted from Oct. 29 to Nov. 5. 

– Japan's core machinery orders, excluding those for power generation equipment and ships, surged in October for the 
first gain in 2 months, bouncing back from the record low seen in September.  Core orders rose 7.6% in October, 
reversing the steep fall seen in September. The median of a survey of 13 economist forecast surveyed by MNI projected 
a 10.5% gain. Helped by strong business sentiment, October-December core orders are expected to post a 6th 
consecutive quarterly gain, with expectations of a rise of 3.6% after 0.9% in the July-September period, the office said. 
The three-month moving average for core orders was -2.0% for the period ending October 31 after reporting a 0.9% fall 
for July-September. 

– Japan's current sentiment index rose in November for the second straight monthly rise, thanks to higher retail sales and 
increased services demand, a key government survey released Monday showed. The survey indicates whether 
respondents with jobs most sensitive to economic conditions -- taxi and truck drivers, department-store sales staff and 
restaurant and shop owners -- think economic conditions have improved or worsened from three months before. The 
Economy Watchers sentiment index for Japan's current economic climate rose 1.5 points to 51.0 in November on a 
seasonally adjusted basis, the second straight rise after rising 0.9 point to 49.5 in October. The index rose above the key 
level of 50. The Watchers outlook index showed sentiment over the situation two to three months ahead marked the first 
rise in three months, up 1.6 points to 52.2, thanks to recovering retail sales, foods and housing after the temporary 
weakness in the third quarter. The index fell 0.7 points to 50.6 in October. 

 

 

 

Source: Market News International 

The information is based on management forecasts and reflects prevailing conditions and our views as of this date, all of which are accordingly subject to 
change. In preparing this document, we have relied upon and assumed, without independent verification, the accuracy and completeness of all information 
available from public sources or which was provided to us by or on behalf of the potential investor or which was otherwise reviewed by us. No responsibility can 
be accepted for errors of fact or opinion.  
Past performance and any forecasts are not necessarily a guide to future or likely performance. You should remember that the value of investments can go 
down as well as up and is not guaranteed. Exchange rate changes may cause the value of the overseas investments to rise or fall. 
The information contained in this document is provided for information purpose only and does not constitute any solicitation and offering of investment products.  
Potential investors should be aware that such investments involve market risk and should be regarded as long-term investments. 
Derivatives carry a high degree of risk and should only be considered by sophisticated investors. 
The investments mentioned in this document may not be suitable to all investors. The information contained in this document is provided for reference only and 
does not constitute any investment advice. Investors are advised to seek independent advice before making any investment decision. Past performance is not 
indicative of future performance. Investment involves risk and investors may not get back the amount originally invested. Please read the relevant offering 
document carefully, in particular fund features and the risks involved in investing in the fund. 
Schroder Investment Management (Hong Kong) Limited is regulated by the SFC. Non-Hong Kong residents are responsible for observing all applicable laws and 
regulations of their relevant jurisdictions before proceeding to access the information contained herein. The document has not been reviewed by the SFC and 
may contain information of non-SFC authorized funds. Issued by Schroder Investment Management (Hong Kong) Limited. 


